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BACKGROUND

Kinases are favorite targets for cancer, metabolic diseases and other 
indications. There are plenty of crystal structures available in the PDB, kinase 
assay provided by CROs, to furnish opportunities for discovery programs on 
kinase targets. Plant kinases are less frequently available, but has major 
importance in signal transduction, thus important target for Agrochemical 
discovery. The target based library design – biased on  ligand-target 
interaction - may loose some hits on the discovery side, but may win some 
advantage on the selectivity. Thus started from our background we challenged 
the selectivity of kinase inhibitors in fragment based discovery.

KINASE CHEMISTRY

InFarmatik has been involved in the kinase research since 1999. 
The company was pioneer in the lab and pilot scale synthesis  of the pyrazine 
building block and scaffold for kinase inhibitor libraries, in early 2000, later  the 
company synthesized a series of amino-pyrazine and Indole  building block 
and scaffold for kinase inhibitor libraries (Figure1).

In late 2000s up to the company resolved the synthesis problem of a series 
of  kinase inhibitor  reference compounds such as Dorsomorphin, MAP 
kinase inhibitors.

FRAGMENTS IN KINASE RESERACH

Recently InFarmatik produced fragment libraries has been investigated in 
kinase research. In3D Fragments were tested against kinase allosteric 
binding site and Covalent Protein Mapping Fragment Library [1] was 
investigated in Cystein mutated kinases to map binding area of interest. No 
reference is available so far.

PIONEERING IN TARGETED FRAGMENTS

InFarmatik recently published the design synthesis and validation of GPCR 
Fragment Libraries. In these posters [2,3] we described  the concept of 
GPCR targeted Fragment set development using target based design. In the 
described methods we used a combination of in silico derived fragments of 
known GPCR modulators, real published fragments with GPCR modulator 
effect of  which were in silico docked into available crystal structures of 
GPCRs. The scores of the docking data  of the designed GPCR Fragment 
Library members showed high ranking figures in the list of published real and 
virtual GPCR Fragments. This in silico data has been validated in high 
concentration Fragment screening GPCR binding assays. These results we 
will conclude in a scientific paper later this year.

METHOD

To reach these objectives we could not follow the GPCR Fragment Library 
systematic approach of validating fragments on real fragment data, since only 
few fragment size inhibitor data is available. 

We turned to a mixed model, which was based upon in-house chemistry 
experience in synthesizing kinases, its combination of in reaction sequences 
applies and prediction of biological data using Molinspiration software. 

The in silico scores are validated in in vitro kinase screening assays in IOTA 
Pharmaceuticals screening facility on PIM1 and CK2 targets.
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

INITIAL LIBRARY ASSEMBLY

We assembled a set of initial kinase fragment library based upon structural 
search in our building blocks and scaffold and intermediate database. In the 
search we used the structural review of kinase modulators accepted by many 
fellow researcher. [4] The suitable compounds were than further filtered by 
molecular weight, and compounds with reactive functional groups were 
removed. Thus we concluded in 229 compounds as the workflow  could be 
seen on Table 2. 

LIBRARY PERMUTATION

In this simple procedure we collected the transformation we used during 
synthesis  of reference kinase modulators and combined  them, in a way the 
resulted  product  produces  appropriate  molecular shape and the  predicted  
biological data  were good.

This method is illustrated on the examples of Dorsomorphin (Scheme2) and  
tarceva (Scheme 3) examples. 
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While  from combination of simple a analogs we could get simple analog 
libraries of pyrazolopyrimidines, the alkyl-malonoaldehydes  could contribute  
with special elements , which  could bring interesting effect  in the discovery.
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Dorsomorphine example of library permutation
Scheme 2

Tarceva example of library permutation
Scheme 3
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Kinase Fragment Library Design workflow
Scheme 1

• original InFarmatik database:   2,836
• structure search by the reference [4] :      374
• property filtration      229 

Initial library assembly 
Table 2

Kinase building blocks and scaffolds 
Table 1

Objectives

• To develop a kinase targeted fragment library, which could produce hits in 
kinase orthosteric and allosteric binding assay with higher probability than a 
random set, both in human and plant kinases. 
•  Specificity in kinase families

The strategy we want to apply to reach this objective s outlined on  
Scheme1.
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Since many of the GPCR Library Fragment also fulfilled structural criteria of 
the selection in Table 2 altogether 700 Fragment were selected for primary 
screeening at 100 micromolar functional assay. The results are shown in 
Table 3 

The top 26 CK2 fragments  were submitted to similarity search analysis  to top 26 
PIM1 fragments. In these data the duplication structures are also included.

8918>50% & <60% 
inhibition

9727> 60% & <80% 
inhibition

2830>80% inhibition
CK2PIM-1 

# of compounds

Screening results on target kianses at 100 micromolar concentration  
Table 3

104%105%0.61692
101%104%0.42465
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DIVERSITY OF THE HITS:

During primary screening in there were 5 duplicates in the top 26 inhibitor materials.

Interestingly, the software predicted good values only for those fragments, which 
most probably will inhibit both kinase structures. (Predicted values of 0.4 -1.0 are 
considered good inhibitors.) This showed that the software could predict the dual or 
„general” kinase inhibitors at a good rate.

CONCLUSIONS:

InFarmatik generated a Fragment library, that had a 
high hit rate on PIM1 and CK2 kinases
many selective inhibitors
relative diversity of the hit structures.
 


